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Formalising the Board of Advisors
by Kiu Jia Yaw, 3 June 2018 (Original draft and questionnaires created by Jia Yaw but however the
Committee decided on the details on formalising the BOA)

1. Present situation:
Raleigh KL have an informal Board of Advisors (“Board”). This started during Chin Liang Keat's first term
as President, it consists of Razak, Adrian Yeo and Kiu Jia Yaw.
It's an informal Board, ie. it was not created by the Committee using its authority under the Constitution of
RIKL.
The Constitution presently allows the Committee to choose one or more advisors under Article 18.1:
18.1
The Committee may elect a person or persons to become adviser or patron to Raleigh KL
conditional upon the express written consent of the person or persons so elected as adviser
or patron.
2. What does it mean to formalise the Board?
Committee can use its power under Article 18.1 of the Constitution to appoint advisors. It can do so during a
Committee meeting.
Article 18.1 is the only reference to advisors in the Constitution. It does not expressly set out the
qualifications of advisors, the role or the terms of reference of advisors. This means that it is up to the
Committee to set out the parameters of the appointment of advisors.
Before appointing advisors, the things that the Committee will consider are as follows:
I. Qualification and appointment
a. Who qualifies to be an Advisor? Specify the qualifications. Any inclusivity considerations?
Alumni or not Raleigh Alumni can be appointed as advisor. As long as he or she is passionate
about Raleigh KL and what we do, willing to contribute their time out for Raleigh KL.
Committee also accept non Raleigh alumni/members depending on their qualifications and
what they do and how can they contribute with that qualification, ie practicing lawyer, NGO
strategic director etc. It is also important for the Committee to acknowledge that in certain
time, we will require a non-Raleighian to give a different view.
b. Who will choose the Advisors, and how? (Only the Committee? Include members?)
Advisors will be appointed by the committee. However, if the committee needs, committee can
and will always setup ad hoc selection committee which will submit a list for the committee to
decide.

c. How many Advisors on the Board?
The Committee decided that between 3 to 5, but keep it an odd number, just in case a voting
is required.
d. How long is one term?
One term of advisor will be 2 years from the appointment date.
e. Any limit to the number of terms an Advisor can serve?
As long as he or she is appointed as an Advisor by the Committee.
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f. Can the Committee remove an Advisor before his/her term ends? If yes, in what situations? And
how?
An exit clause will be included,where the advisor can quit with 2 weeks notice, mutual
agreement. In the case of misconduct, advisor can be removed by a motion set forth by the
Committee.
II. Role, powers and obligations
a. What is the role of the Board?
The Board of Advisor serves as an advisory role to the committee as the final decision making
are by the Committee.
b. When must or should the Committee consult the Board?
Committee will hold minimum 2 meetings a year with the Board, and anytime that the
committee thinks that it is necessary to consult the Board.
c. Can the Board initiate or put forward issues to be decided by the Committee?
Yes, the Board can do that.
d. When the Board gives its views or suggestions, is the Committee required to accept them? If not,
is the Committee required to consider them?
No. As the final decision of Raleigh KL will be made by the Committee.

e. What is the decision-making process among Advisors? (are they supposed to discuss among themselves
and then present a single/united position to the Committee? Or each to give his/her own views?)
The Committee will not interfere with the discussion between the Board. The Board will list
down a few perspectives and advise on the same issue, and it is again, the Committee will
make the final decision.
f. Does the Board owes a duty of confidentiality on the info/docs it receives?
Yes.
g. Can the Board make external statements?
The Board cannot make an external statements ie press release on behalf of Raleigh KL or
the Committee unless requested by the Committee. Interview is not considered external
statement as it will be carried out based on his or her personal experience and capacity.
3. What is the purpose of a Board? What are the benefits?
Boards are useful for good governance. Having this additional internal organ, we can have more checks and
balance within the organisation.
Presently, there are 2 organs within RIKL: (1) the members of RIKL when they come together in an Annual
General Meeting or Extraordinary General Meeting (“AGM/EGM”); and (2) the Committee.
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The members, when they come together as an AGM/EGM, checks on the Committee and holds the
Committee to account. However, most of the time, this only takes place once a year, and is therefore not
ideal.
A Board can consist of experienced ex-Committee members, alumni and even outsiders who can provide
oversight on the Committee. So, there can be more transparency and accountability. The ability of the
organisation to detect problems increases. The ability of individuals to cover up problems, abuse power and
act in their self interest decreases.
Besides governance, a Board can be useful for connecting the organisation to more resources – alumni,
networking with sponsors, project partners, volunteers, experts, etc.
However, for all of this to happen, there must be a healthy working relationship between the Committee and
the Board.

The End
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